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INTRODUCTION

A general view of the west side of the churchyard prior to Phase III work

Committed to the task to revitalize a historical-

information, preparation of condition reports for

ly significant and sacred urban landscape, the

the markers, and execution of pilot conservation

Trinity

Conservation

treatments on approximately eight representa-

Project has sought to provide Pittsburgh with an

tive markers. In 1999, the project continued with

enclave for reflection and edification. Spanning

additional funding by expanding the research

seventeen years (1990-2007) and three conserva-

and treatment program as Phase II, including

tion campaigns, the Architectural Conservation

seven separate treatment categories: cleaning,

Laboratory (ACL) at the University of Pennsylva-

epoxy adhesive injection, consolidation, grout in-

nia has provided research, documentation and

jection, pinning, epoxy adhesive repair and car-

treatment for the existing 155 identified grave-

bon fiber strap reinforcement. Additional treat-

Cathedral

Burial

Ground

stones at Trinity Cathedral.

Phase I (1990 – 91)

included the compilation of relevant historical
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old cemetery provided better
access and visual continuity to
the site while respecting the integrity of the burial ground as
an historic
scape.

and sacred land-

In recognition of the

site’s earliest Native American
origins, Andropogon designed
a symbolic mound, with a semi-

© University of Pennsylvania ACL

circular stone seating area as a

Temporary framing, geo-textile and gravel infill which had been
installed during earlier phases of the project have improved
drainage and helped to reduce the overgrowth of vegetation.

place for quite reflection and
church assembly.

Surrounded

by these new landscape features and plantings are the
original grave markers which
constitute an outdoor museum
of mortuary art and the resting
place of notable local and national figures.

ments entailed temporary protective reburial under gravel and geotextile, and clover plantings
to mitigate on-site drainage problems.

Project Goals:
Phase III
The current Phase III is responsible for excavat-

The current Phase III is an inter-disciplinary collab-

ing, documenting, treating, storing and reinstat-

oration, addressing revitalization of the historic

ing the remaining grave markers on site. Future

cemetery as an urban oasis, as well as the evalu-

research is possible through the creation of a Mi-

ation of previous treatments, and conservation

crosoft Access database compiled by the ACL

of the remaining markers. Andropogon, a Phila-

including historical information, condition assess-

delphia-based landscape architecture firm, sum-

ment and treatment documentation for all stone

marized the project’s goals as creating a place

markers.

where life and death coexist, where the celebration of urban life is equal to memorializing the
dead. A contemporary redesign of the 250-year-

3
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The conservation plan prepared by the ACL

the various relevant international guidelines set

is in accordance with international, national,

forth by the International Council on Monuments

and professional standards for preservation as

and Sites (ICOMOS).

set forth by the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties, the
American Institute of Conservation Code of Ethics and Guidelines for Professional Practice, and
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A newly created site map has significantly improved the accuracy of each stone’s pre-conservation location
as well as the team’s ability to successfully locate and record the conditions for each stone. The new site
map also includes the new landscape features which were incorporated into the site plan ensuring that the
map matches the site’s current appearance.
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DOCUMENTATION

Many of the markers were fractured into dozens of fragments requiring extreme care when transferring
them on their palettes for conservation. In many cases the stones were so severely damaged that they
could not be conserved and were buried instead on site.

According to the Historic American Buildings

Database

Survey (HABS), “documentation usually consists
of measured drawings, photographs and written data that provide a detailed record which
reflects the property’s significance.” The aim
of documentation is to provide architects, engineers, conservators, scholars and interested
members of the public with comprehensive information about buildings and sites including their
historical significance, growth and development,
and condition and treatment.

The ACL employed various methods for documentation of all grave markers and the ensuing treatments, including condition assessments,
condition

photographs,

treatment

summaries

and development of a Microsoft Access database.

The database is the accumulation of all

field survey data from the 1990, 1999 and 20072008 conservation campaigns entailing historical
information, in-situ condition analysis, treatment
notes and stone status. Once transcribed, this in-

5
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formation may be queried and cross-queried for

a simplified numbering system that would allow

specific searches.

each stone to have its own unique numeric ID or

The aim of documenting all

155 stones serves four principle functions:

SIN. Based on the available data from both 1991
and 1999, it appeared that the existing number-

•

To provide access to a range of historic
information related to each of the stones on site

•

To manage and locate all stones during the
conservation process.

•

To provide assessment of the conditions of each
stone in order to create the most appropriate
treatment on a stone by stone basis

•

To provide a record of current and past work for
future monitoring and conservation treatments.

ing system had been developed during the 1991
campaign and was adopted for use during the
1999 pilot project as well.

Unfortunately the existing numbering sequence
had some significant flaws for use with a relational database system. Characteristics of this
older numbering system were clearly intended to

In an effort to consolidate all pertinent information collected by the ACL conservation campaigns in 1990 and 1999, records and condition
reports were imported into a single Microsoft Access database. Access is a software developed
by Microsoft which is designed for developing
relational databases. The relational database
model allows files to be related by means of a
common field. In order to relate any two files or
tables, they simply need to have a common field
or column of information such as a common ID

provide information about the function or location of the stone markers. These characteristics
would best be described as descriptive variables
which, within a databasing system, would better
serve as fields within the tables themselves such
as “Location” or “Type of Stone”. By adopting
these variables into the database, the complexity of the numbering sequence could be greatly
reduced, limiting the chance for errors resulting
from number confusion as well as increasing the
ease at which varying tables could be linked.

number, which makes the system extremely flexible. With a relational database, it was possible

Difficulties arose with the way the variables were

to compare information from all three years of

assigned within this Older ID system. Many of the

condition survey as well as any additional infor-

1991 numbers were a combination of letters as

mation made available in tabular form.

well as numbers. This type of identifier is referred
to as alpha-numeric and is acceptable as long

Several hurdles existed that had to be addressed
to ensure that the information from past efforts
was available and usable in the database. The
first and most important issue was the need for

as the basic pattern is consistent for each of the
ID’s. Unfortunately, while most of the stones were
alpha-numeric, several of the stones were not,
using only a number to identify them. Many of
the ID’s also employed letters as prefixes and suf-

6
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of

the

numbers

were whole numbers while others

THE ARCHITECTURAL CONSERVATION LABORATORY
at The university of Pennsylvania

included

CONDITIONS SURVEY
Trinity Episcopal Cathedral Burying Ground
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

deci-

mals. While the
database
use

Identification

could

these

their

ID’s,

complexity

was unnecessary
and

potentially

harmful

to

the

data itself.
Fragment Number:
Materials: MARBLE/LIMESTONE

While it is gen-

Dimensions Found: H=2,W=5
Dimensions Actual:
W=6-1/2,L=3

erally not good
practice

Initial Visual Assessment

change an exist-

Loss:
Graffiti:
Broken:
Crack/Separate:
Erosion:
Deformation:
Soiling: 1
Weathrg: 1
Flaking/Scaling: 2
Efflorescence:
Exfoliation:
Biological Growth/Staining:
Other:
Vegetation:
Sunken/Tilted/Fallen: 2,Sunken=8+

Collapse:
Other Composite:

Treatment H i s t o r y :
Proposed Treatment: 3,4,11,12
Treatment Date:
/ /

Surveyor: DT

The conditions survey conducted in 1991 was recorded before the common use
of computers. Data was recorded onto sheets using a typewriter. As such all
information from these sheets needed to be digtized.

ing system for a
site such as Trinity Burial Ground
© University of Pennsylvania ACL

Composite Evaluation
Displacement:
Missing Joint:

to

since

the

exist-

ing

numbering

system relates to
past information,
it became clear
that the pre-existing numbering
system

had

its

flaws.

Working

fixes to a number. One stone was designated 42A

from the original

while another was designated X43 and a third was

1991 survey sheets and map in the field as refer-

identified as FX53. Again this resulted in unneces-

ence, it was observed in several cases that simi-

sary complexity within the ID method. Problems

larity in numbers required multiple checking to

were compounded again by the fact that some

ensure that the proper stone had in fact been

7
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identified. It was decided that a new designation

nately these records from 1991 had been typed

system would be needed. As such, stones would

on paper, and while all sheets from that period

be identified in numeric sequence starting with

needed to be scanned and converted into a

001. It was apparent from the start that there was

digital format, the typed format allowed for

less than 999 stones on the site so a numbering

easier conversion. After scanning, Optical Char-

sequence was created that contained 3 place-

acter Recognition (OCR) software was used to

holders.

convert raster sheets into editable text. Following the OCR process, patterns in the data were

Many of the stones currently on the site had

identified and exploited in Microsoft Excel that

been discovered during the two earlier phases

allowed the data to be tabulated.

suggesting that there was a possibility that additional stones would be found during the 2007

Fortunately, the data from 1991 had been typed

campaign. Part of the overall project during

in a tabular format using standard survey pat-

Phase III required regrading of the entire yard

terns such as likert scales and boolean choices.

which could yield additional stones. Therefore

Data created during the 1999 conservation pilot

the stone numbers were assigned in a random or-

project existed in digital format but was typed

der thus allowing for the easy integration of ad-

in Microsoft Word in descriptive text, making it

ditional stone ID’s out of sequence as a result of

more difficult to convert into simple query-able

discovering a marker or fragment after surround-

format. While descriptive texts can be helpful in

ing designations had already been assigned.

better understanding the complete picture for
treatment during this campaign, it reduces the

In addition to renumbering the stones to improve

success rate of querying within the new relational

the functionality of the new relational database,

database since standard patterns were not ad-

other issues of converting older data such as in-

opted for defining treatment and conditions. As

consistency with formats of the preexisting data

such the process of pattern recognition required

were addressed. Due to the significant change

to convert to tabular format was much more dif-

in the way data have been collected, managed

ficult. The end result is that the converted data

and disseminated during the past decade, exist-

from the 1999 pilot project can only be queried

ing materials from previous surveys first needed

using keyword searches instead of more typical

to be converted into a format that worked within

“count” queries.

the current plan. While the data from 1999 was
in digital format, the records from 1991 and 1999

In addition to the survey data from 1991 and

were both in non database formats with the ear-

1999, other information was included from the

lier data being recorded only on paper. Fortu-

publication Burials in Trinity Churchyard by Hel-

8
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en L. Harriss (1987). While not part of the original

appeared or lost their inscriptions as a result of

scope of work, the ACL felt that this was the most

weathering. The end product of converting all

appropriate time to take advantage of this op-

this data is a system that allows for the corre-

portunity. Since conservation and historic docu-

lation of markers, individuals and historical facts

mentation are best viewed together, building a

and dates.

database with a significant amount of historical
data made the database that much more valu-

The process of converting the contents of this

able. The book on burials provides primary docu-

publication were very complex, starting with the

mentation records for almost 800 individuals bur-

digitizing of the pages from a fragile copy of

ied within the churchyard and surroundings. The

the book. All pages were carefully photocopied

limited availability of the book made potential

first to protect the original document. The pho-

research difficult. Now that the data have been

tocopies were then scanned, and through the

converted, they can be transferred into a web

use of Optical Character Recognition (OCR)

based search engine that will allow anyone to

these scanned sheets were converted into edit-

research individuals, even if the stones have dis-

able text that softwares such as Microsoft Word

YeaR of DeaTh oCCURanCe
1826
8
1818
7
1822
7
1834
7
1815
6
1839
6
1806
5
1813
5
1827
5
1828
5
1829
5
1830
5
1831
5
1833
5
1849
5
1853
5
1820
4
1821
4
1824
4
1835
4
1836
4
1838
4
1854
4
1816
3

sTaTURe oCCURanCe
ADULT
576
CHILD
110
INFANT
96

lasT naMe oCCURanCe
WILSON
20
ROBINSON
17
McCANDLESS
15
JONES
14
DAVIS
12
SCOTT
12
STEELE
10
GREGG
9
MAGEE
9
SMITH
9
STEWART
9
MACKEY
8
McDOWELL
8
EVANS
7
ORMSBY
7
WAREHAM
7
BRADLEY
6
BROWN
6
BUTLER
6
MARTIN
6
WILLIAMS
6
WRENSHALL
6
WRIGHT
6
ANDERSON
5

By using the querying capabilities of Microsoft Access, quantification of the
converted historical data is fast and easy resulting in new perspectives on the
burials through the years.

9
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could easily recognise. While text based soft-

base was created to document all products and

wares could recognise the letters within the text

procedures employed for the implementation of

following the conversion process,

patterns had

treatments. The ideal use for the database will

to be identified that would allow the scanned

be in conjunction with the site map(s) (Appendix

pages to be tabulated and then teased apart

A) so future conservators, and managers will be

to provide several columns of information about

able to monitor and track previous and new con-

each recorded burial including, “Last Name”,

servation efforts.

“First name”, “Sex” “Military Service”, “Stature”
and “Date of Death if Known” to name a few.
While the data were converted over into digital

Maps

format, time did not allow for a proper review for

Mapping of the site was an important compo-

spelling errors and conversion mistakes of all the

nent of the project for both ease of data collec-

text to be completed.

tion as well as for recording the landscape after
work was completed. Since a site map was need-

Once in the database, this information can now
be easily queried to produce records for individuals or families without having to painstakingly search through the entire list of names. In
addition the information can be organized not
just alphabetically by last name but chronologically by date of death if known. All records can
be easily and quickly queried to determine such
facts as full family member groups, burial years or
frequency of last name.

ed to record the location of each of the markers
prior to their removal, it was imperative that it
be achieved at the earliest possible stage of the
project. The ACL had developed a site map during the 1991 campaign which served its purpose
for the work done at the time. This map was not in
digital format which required that a new digital
map be created that would allow for direct linkage of the data from the digital Condition Survey. Using simple digital tracing techniques, the
older map was easily converted but since stones

While the historical component of the database
includes categories such as name, stone type,
and inscription; the conditions component of the
database documents existing conditions of all
extant grave markers in the cemetery. A numerical system for each of the extant stones, first initiated in 1991, was created to allow for an easyto-use data entry system using a “form” within
Access. During 2007 – 2008, a treatments data-

at that time were not moved, the accuracy of
their location on that original map was not critical. Stones were sited on the base map using visual observation alone. No measurements were
taken to ensure the accuracy of each stone’s
placement. During the final phase of this project,
the site was to be regraded. All stones needed
to be excavated and temporarily moved. Since
the stones were being moved from their current

10
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location, it was important that an accurate map

able to use the survey data to produce a new

be made to document the existing configuration

map with only a small amount of digital manipu-

of the new site layout.

lation.

The landscape design firm Andropogon was re-

In order to create the topographic map, the sur-

tained by Trinity Cathedral to redesign the site.

veyors needed to select a series of locations on

In order to determine the proper grading need-

the site that consisted of uniformly spread points

ed for site drainage, a topographical survey was

that when used together would allow them to

conducted before work began. Andropogon

determine the elevation change. The more loca-

hired a surveying firm to produce a survey and

tions on the site that were recorded, the more

topographic map of the site. The ACL team was

accurate the survey map would be. In the case
of the Trinity site, the survey team logically used

139
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BURIED BUT NOT IN ORIGINAL LOCATION

A GIS or Geographic Information System established for the site allows information associated with each
marker to be graphically displayed on a map. This system provides a greater understanding of each marker
as well as of the site as a whole.
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points that already existed. Fortunately for the

One of the most significant benefits of this new

team the points used were the corners of the

map was that it was in a digital format that could

stones themselves. A quick review of the survey-

be used in ArcGIS. A GIS or Geographic Informa-

ors’ CAD file revealed that for most of the flat

tion System allows data in tabular format to be

horizontal stones on site, the surveyors chose

directly linked to matching elements within the

to take point readings from at least 3 corners,

graphic display. In the case of the Trinity site,

and for vertical stones, the team chose to use

data from the 2006 conditions survey which had

one point from each edge. Since this data was

been digitally created using Microsoft Access

captured using a total station its accuracy was

could easily be linked to the stones themselves

assured. As such the new map was created by

on the map in order to spatially communicate

simply “connecting the dots”. In several cases

those conditions. Additionally, data from previ-

stones had been buried as groups beneath geo-

ous surveys as well as some of the historic records

fabric and gravel. Since the exact location of

could be linked to this map to produce graphic

these markers was unknown until after they were

interpretation of site attributes. In total, the new

excavated, they were located on the map later.

digitally based map in which all stones were assigned unique identification numbers was linked
to the access information allowing for unlimited
applications.

12
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Assessment and treatment

The educational aspect of the project allowed students studying conservation to have hands-on
experience with conservation methods. An intern prepares a stone for pinning.

The purpose of developing any methodology

Evaluation of Previous Treatments

is to provide both the rationale and practical
structure for executing the proposed conservation program. The methodology used is consistent with other projects of this type involving
three basic steps of 1) evaluating all pre-existing
documentation of the site 2) assessing the overall condition of the markers before work of any
type is carried out in order to identify the causes
and the symptoms of deterioration, and 3) treatments based on information compiled from steps
one and two.

Evaluation of the previous conservation work,
now between 12 and 18 years old, found the majority of these treatments to be successful. Most
of the treatments were therefore continued; however some were modified to reflect advances in
materials and techniques.

The markers which

had been temporarily buried and/or faced were
all completed during this final phase. In addition
to excavating markers that had been covered
during the 1991 and 1999 work, all stones needed

13
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to be completely lifted from their current location and moved out of the way for the landscap-

some stones being fragmented to a point where

ing crews to do their work. While this provided an

their overall integrity was compromised. In situa-

easier option to treat each of the stones, it also

tions such as this each individual large fragment

required a significant amount of work to care-

was moved separately to ensure that marker in-

fully lift and transport these markers. Many of

tegrity was maintained.

the stones were in excess of 700 pounds making
them too heavy for a small crew of conservators
to move without additional equipment. While
equipment such as bobcats and small cranes
would

have

Each stone needed to have a support mechanism below that would allow them to be moved
individually. This also allowed the landscapers

increased

the efficiency in moving,
the
of

increased
damage

potential
associated

with equipment like this in
a small confined site and
the

overall

costs

associ-

ated with renting this type
of equipment long term all
but eliminated their use.
Instead, markers were lifted using more traditional
mechanical

means

with

pry bars and chain hoists
mounted

to

scaffolding.
© University of Pennsylvania ACL

With hand operated equipment, the process of moving each stone could be
done with the utmost care
to ensure the least amount
of additional damage to
already extremely fragile
stones. Each marker presented a unique challenge,

Marker 109 was treated during the 1999 Phase II campaign.
Monitoring previous treatments allowed the team to decide
if the same methods would be employed in this more recent
campaign.

14
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Tr init y

Standard lifting systems were employed to move each stone from the site, but due to the wide range of
conditions for the stones at Trinity, each one presented its own set of problems.

full access to all parts of the site when needed.

Markers located on the east side of the Cathe-

Each support needed to be strong, relatively

dral, adjacent to the Oliver Building, had previ-

inexpensive, and be guaranteed to survive the

ously been set in concrete. This situation proved

harsh environment of Pittsburgh for a minimum of

to be very difficult to treat.

12 months. For each marker a large wooden pal-

marker #5 each of the stones first needed to be

ette was built using the same palette construc-

cut free from the grade slab with a stone saw

tion for all the markers. A simple 2X4 frame was

leaving a portion of concrete around the outer

constructed over which a layer of OSB plywood

edge that could later be removed by hand with

was attached. Extending from both ends of the

hammer and chisel.

In cases such as

frame were 2X4’s which were used as handles to
move each of the stones from one location to
the other.

15
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The ACL conducted condition assessments prior to excavation of all markers. Evaluation was based on a numerical grade (0 to 3) of severity for each
condition observed; cracking, deformation, displacement, spalling, flaking, scaling, erosion and bio-growth,
as well as material and formal integrity
(Appendix B).
simplify

the

This scale was used to
documentation

process

and to ensure results that were both
scalable as well as comparative, allowing for overall assessment of the site.
In addition, all markers received a Site

© University of Pennsylvania ACL

Identification Number (SIN), a unique

Many of the stones such as marker 5 on the eastern
side of the site were embedded in concrete. Not only
was the concrete an undesirable ground cover, it also
required a significant amount of time to carefully
remove before conservation could begin.

Condition Assessment
Condition assessments are a vital source of information in evaluating the state of any object, and
may include descriptive text, numerical rankings,
and photo-documentation.

They also serve to

monitor future weathering and performance of
conservation efforts.

number for the digital database cataloging system. Though SINs were issued
chronologically, a random application
method was employed throughout the
yard to avoid uncertainty for possible
interruptions of sequence (Appendix
A).

Condition photos were taken for

each marker (See Volume II), as well as
contextual photographs for the location of the markers within the yard.

Excavation
Excavation of all 155 markers began in April 2007,
resuming in June, July and August of the same
year. Various techniques were employed to remove the marker as one unit onto a pre-built
palette. Equipment such as a come-along, crow

16
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bar, chain hoist and scaffolding were assembled

Conservation treatments implemented on grave

to manage weight loads of 100 to 1,000 pounds

markers included cleaning, adhesive repair and

(figures 8-12).

injection, mechanical pinning and carbon fiber
strap reinforcement.

Markers were reset in and

on the ground to enhance drainage and to rein-

Treatment

state as best as possible original heights and sup-

The aim of all conservation treatments at Trinity

port. These treatments may be loosely grouped

Cathedral Burial Ground has been to increase

into two categories, structural and non-structural

the stability and longevity of markers and monu-

treatments. One goal of Phase III was to imple-

ments. The ACL’s philosophy has been to maxi-

ment and complete all structural treatments of

mize the retention of historic fabric through mini-

markers at Trinity Cathedral, allowing non-struc-

mally invasive treatments, to use compatible

tural treatments to take place in-situ after rein-

replacement materials where necessary, and to

statement.

reinstate historically accurate designs.
By identifying current and future
threats to the markers, proper
measures may be instituted to
mitigate and minimize further deterioration.

During the course of

Phase III, these measures included
the regrading and landscaping of
the burial ground to facilitate better on-site drainage, the historical
interpretation and design of brick
bases to elevate all slab markers

© University of Pennsylvania ACL

above grade, and the preparation of a maintenance plan for
the facilities managers at Trinity
Cathedral.

Treatment was conducted only after a complete assessment of
each stone was completed. From the assessment, a proper plan
could be designed that addressed each stone individually.
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Sikadur 31 epoxy resin spot welds
were applied to the pre-treated
areas and the carbon fiber straps
were secured.

Bricks and ce-

ment blocks were placed atop
the straps temporarily for pressure
and maximum surface contact.
CFSR treated stones were allowed
to cure for at least 24 hours before

© University of Pennsylvania ACL

relocation to storage, and record-

Interns applying epoxy to the rear face of the stone prior to
the application of carbon fiber straps

ed in the treatment database.

C l e a ning
Biological growth in the form of algal and fungal colonization, and
soiling due to industrial particulate
pollution have caused significant
darkening of the stones and are
the primary reasons for cleaning.

C a r b on F i b e r S tr a p
R e in f orc e m e nt

In addition, to proceed with other
treatments such as consolidation,

Carbon Fiber Strap Reinforcement (CFSR) is a

stones must be free of dirt and debris.

reversible, noninvasive treatment which applies

were set for the cleaning of stones acknowledg-

carbon fiber-resin straps for support to fractured

ing their age value and allowing the natural pa-

horizontal slab markers.

Prior to implementing

tina to remain. Therefore, a moderate approach

CFSR, epoxy repair and/or injection must occur

to cleaning was devised and implemented, and

to stabilize the primary structural support. CFSR

results were monitored individually.

Limits

was only used on horizontal slabs where the
downward face was hidden from view. A layer of

Bio-growth was eliminated with the application

Paraloid B72 was applied to solvent-cleaned ar-

of D/2 Architectural Biocide (Prosoco), a qua-

eas of the stones that were to receive the CFSR.

ternary ammonia solution (figures 19-20).

This provided an isolating layer for easy removal

ing concentrations from 100% to 25% (v/v) were

of the epoxy adhesive at a later date if so de-

mixed with water and the biocide. Administered

sired. After allowing the B72 to dry for 24 hours,

via a hand spray to ensure an even application

Vary-
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across the stone surface, dwell times varied from

limestone display less soiling due to their acidic

10 minutes to indefinite, the latter allowing a

reactive surface, non-calcareous stones such as

natural rain wash to continue the cleaning cy-

sandstone, exhibit heavy soiling.

cle. In some instances, the marker was scrubbed
and rinsed with nylon brushes in affected areas

Treatment preparation included a rinse and wash

after multiple applications of D/2 Architectural

with Triton XL80N, a non-ionic detergent, to the

Biocide.

entire marker surface (figure 21).

By removing

residual dirt and debris, the condition could be
Soiling of the stone surfaces is due to Pittsburgh’s

accurately assessed.

To break-up and extract

former industrial era. The residual fallout of car-

this black film, chemical cleaners were used.

bon soot particulates has produced an acidic

Sure Klean 766 Limestone & Masonry Prewash gel

soil which in turn has contributed to the deterio-

(Prosoco) 1:1 (v/v) with water was brushed even-

ration of the grave markers at Trinity Cathedral.

ly across the entire surface of the soiled marker.

Although carbonate stones such as marble and

Varying levels of soiling required different dwell
times of 1 to 3 hours on a case by case basis.
Using a handheld sprayer, a pressure mist was employed to keep
the cleaner moist, and a hose
rinse was used to completely remove the Prewash solution.

To

neutralize the sodium hydroxide
based Prewash, Sure Klean Limestone & Masonry Aferwash (Prosoco) was applied in a 1:3 (v/v) dilution. Dwell times of 3 to 8 hours
were employed until a pH 7 on

© University of Pennsylvania ACL

the stone surface was obtained

Each stone was washed to remove heavy industrial soiling
resulting from years of fallout from the Pittsburgh steel industry

with indicator test strips (figure
22).

Multiple applications of Af-

terwash and water rinses were not
uncommon to obtain neutralization.

Results were assessed indi-

vidually and documented in the
treatments database.
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E po x y
R e p a ir
Complete detachment along bedding planes, joints and fractures required epoxy adhesive repairs with
and without rigid pins.

Treatment

preparation included scrubbing dirt
and debris from the surface with
Triton XL80N, as well as application
of acetone for maximum surface

© University of Pennsylvania ACL

degreasing (figure 24). Using Sikadur 35 Hi Mod Gel, a two-part, A &
B (1:1) epoxy, spot welds, or small
dabs, were applied along the interface of the break to be re-adhered
(figures 25-26).

Clamps were then

applied for stabilization and pressure during curing.

Right angles,

Fragments were prefit prior to reattachment with pins and
epoxy adhesive

straight edges and levels were used
so any adjustments could be made
prior to full curing of epoxy (figure

ure 29).

Fractures which qualified for epoxy in-

27). If a marker required significant epoxy repair

jection were approximately 1 mm wide or great-

due to the number of detached fragments, the

er and displayed planar detachment.

repairs were executed in stages allowing smaller
sections to be assembled until several larger pre-

Sikadur 31 LV Hi Mod is a two-part, A & B (1:2) ep-

assembled units could then be joined (figures 23-

oxy system. Treatment preparation included thor-

28).

oughly cleaning the interior of the fracture with
Triton XL80N surfactant, water and a 1:1 solution

L o w V i s co s it y E po x y
I n j e ction
Fractures which did not exhibit complete loss or
detachment were treated by injecting a low viscosity epoxy into the interior of the fracture (fig-

of acetone and isopropanol to degrease the surface and maximize surface adhesion. Once the
fracture was completely clean of dirt and debris,
it was allowed to dry for at least 12 hours. Prior to
mixing the Sikadur 31 epoxy, plasticine was applied along the fracture line to “dam” the areas
where the epoxy might leak out and overflow
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Epoxy was injected with a syringe

excellent hand-eye coordination skills and atten-

fitted with a stainless steel or Teflon cannula until

tion to detail. By drilling measured pinholes into

the fracture would not accept anymore adhe-

the fracture interface, stainless steel, fiberglass

sive. Each fracture and epoxy treatment was as-

or nylon pins may be inserted to re-adhere and

sessed and monitored individually due to varying

reunify pieces (figure 31). To ensure a success-

depths, widths and conditions, then recorded in

ful treatment, prerequisites include a clean, or-

the treatment database.

thogonal fracture and non-delaminating stone.

© University of Pennsylvania ACL

(figure 30).

cat hedr a l

Blind mechanical pinning allows stones that are fragmented
to be re-united with minimal visual disturbance.

M e c h a nic a l P inning
Reassembling fragments via mechanical pinning
was performed when complete breakage had oc-

Drilling into non-orthogonal planes is difficult as
is a stone which exhibits multiple bedding layers.

curred and structural reintegration was deemed
necessary.

Mechanical pinning is a multi-step

treatment which requires precise measurements,
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To determine the optimum pin placement, the di-

In preparation for administering adhesive, all pin

ameter of a pin should not exceed 1/3 the width

holes were cleaned thoroughly with water and a

of the break and the total length of a pin must

1:1 solution of acetone and denatured alcohol.

be at least 8x the diameter of that pin. In cases

A non-cross-linking acrylic resin, Paraloid B72,

of multiple pins along one fracture, each pinhole

was employed as adhesive to ensure reversibility

must be spaced at least 8x the width of the di-

of treatment. Paraloid B72 pellets were dissolved

ameter of the pin. All pin holes were drilled 1/8”

in 100% w/w solution providing an extremely vis-

larger than the pin to allow room for adhesive.

cous and strong solution. A 1:1 mix of fine marble

Certain exceptions were permitted on a case-

dust and 3M microspheres (v/v) were folded into

by-case basis.

a pre-measured amount of B72, approximately
1:3 dry to wet (v/v). These ingredients were add-

Using a hammer drill with masonry bits, pin holes

ed for different reasons; marble dust increases

were drilled into the fracture interface of sand-

viscosity while microspheres ensure injectabil-

stone and marble markers (figure 31-32).

ity.

Drill

Since ambient RH and temperature affect

bits were used on a graduating
scale; starting with a smaller bit
provided easier and more efficient
drilling to achieve larger sized pin
holes. Once the length and diameter were obtained, grease markers were inserted into the hole(s)
and the matching fragments were
joined (figure 33). This allowed for
the most accurate placement to
begin drilling the corresponding pin
holes. Upon completion of drilling,
© University of Pennsylvania ACL

pins were inserted into one fragment, and again both pieces were
dry fit, to assess if proper alignment
was obtained.

Tools such as a

straight edge, right angle and level
were employed on surfaces to confirm accuracy prior to application

Extreme care was taken with each treatment to ensure that
pins were aligned to match their corresponding holes.

of adhesive (figure 34-35).
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Storage
Custom built pallets were fabricated from wood
for each marker prior to excavation.

All grave

markers were stored on site, or neighboring sites
Inserted into the pin hole via injection tubes, the

such as the Oliver Building and Presbyterian

B72 mix was injected into the interior of the hole

Church (figure 36).

and on the pin. Sikadur 31 spot welds were ap-

were written onto each pallet for information

plied to the fracture interface and correspond-

and marker management.

ing fragments were reunited.

Site identification numbers

Clamps were ap-

plied in strategic areas for pressure and alignment, and straight edges, right angles and levels

Reinstatement of Markers

reaffirmed the best fit possible. Markers were left

In order to aid in managing the current status of

to cure for at least 24 hours before relocating to

any given marker during and after the project,

storage, and recorded the treatment database.

an Excel spreadsheet was created consisting of
the SIN, reinstatement instructions and treatment

Reburial
During both the conditions assessment and treatment phases some
markers were determined beyond
repair and were buried in place on
site. Formative criteria for burial included material loss of 50% or more
and/or complete structural failure.
Buried markers have been noted
in the treatment database, and a
corresponding plaque installed in
© University of Pennsylvania ACL

the cemetery for accurate location of the grave site.

Markers were individually placed on palettes to allow for easy
moving enabling the landscapers to regrade the site without
working around fragile stones.
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status (Appendix C). Only markers with complet-

heave as well as mower impact and allow the

ed structural treatments were reinstated on site,

markers to be supported as one entire unit. Brick

allowing for non-structural treatments to take

bases at the ends of the markers were dry laid

place later in situ. This was critical since the proj-

two courses high due to the need to elevate the

ect schedule and space constraints allowed no

slabs from ground moisture and to stimulate the

time for treated markers to remain off site. Lime

original configuration off the ground.

based infills also require at least 30 days for final

pallet jack (figure 37), slab markers were placed

set before they can be moved which would have

gently onto the brick bases. Gravel was evenly

created problems with the landscape schedule.

distributed around the base to hide any visible

Using a

concrete foundation, as well as aid in drainage
Prior to the reinstatement of the horizontal mark-

(figure 38).

Vertical markers were all reset to

ers, reinforced concrete footers for all slab mark-

original height where possible and set in a grave-

ers were poured 6” below grade. This effort will

ly soil to enhance drainage (figure 39-40).

© University of Pennsylvania ACL

mitigate deformation and damage due to frost

Resetting stones required careful measurements to ensure that each stone is set level
and to the appropriate depth.
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© University of Pennsylvania ACL

Education and Outreach

Work platforms were set up on site to ease in the conservation process as well as to allow the public to
watch the conservation process in action.

An over arching goal of the Architectural Conservation Laboratory is to foster sustainable conservation via outreach and public education. By
creating a transparent and accessible work site,
conducting interviews with local and national
media agents, and providing temporary and
permanent site interpretation features, the Trinity Cathedral Burial Ground Conservation Project
provided a strong foundation for continued community investment in this city landmark.

Work Platform & Signage
In order for the ACL to conduct treatments on
markers, a specially designed work platform was
built at the front of the yard along Sixth Avenue.
In cooperation with Brand Energy & Infrastructure
Systems, a 40’ x 18’ work area was provided for
the ACL to accommodate a safe and unobtrusive work space for both technicians and historic
markers.

Assembled from steel scaffolding, the

platform included a 15’ x 4’ ramp to navigate
stones into the work area (figure 41). Three work
stations each contained a 6’ x 4’ table with 1000
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pound weight load capacity, and a
steel I-beam which spanned the width of
the platform. Once markers were excavated, palletized and wheeled into the
work area, straps and a chain hoist were
secured to lift and trolley stones onto a
work table (figure 42).

This system pro-

vided the least amount of handling by
allowing the markers to remain on the
pallet throughout the treatment process
while also maximizing the equipment to
handle load capacities of 150 pounds to

© University of Pennsylvania ACL

900 pounds.

Signage pertaining to the site history,
landscape design and grave marker
conservation work at Trinity was created by the ACL and posted on the iron
fence for pedestrians to read (figure
43).

The aim of the project was to use

the work platform and signage in tan-

The work platform provided space enough for the
continuous flow of work. While stones were being
conserved on one table, completed stones could be
easily moved for new ones to replace them.

dem as a “living exhibit.” Viewers were
welcome to read, observe and interact
with the ACL site staff. In addition, with

Fragment Collection

the support of local media agencies such as the

The Trinity Cathedral fragment collection rep-

Pittsburgh Post Gazette and KDKA news radio, ar-

resents the work of the three ACL conservation

ticles and interviews were conducted which fo-

campaigns. Begun in 1990, this collection houses

cused on the site, conservation efforts and final

stone fragments found with or in close proximity

expectations for this Pittsburgh landmark.

to the historic grave markers. They range in size,
shape, and detail.

Each fragment, or group of

fragments, has been assigned a catalogue number and carefully stored in plastic containers in
the basement of the church. All records pertain-
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ing to this collection are located in
a Microsoft Access database and
may be queried for research (See
Volume III).

During Phase III the scope of the
fragment collection was re-evaluated.

Improvements in storage and

access were implemented.

Over

the course of seventeen years and
two conservation campaigns, the
accumulation of stone fragments
was significant.

Storage was inac-

cessible and dilapidated.

The first

measure of improvement was to
© University of Pennsylvania ACL

evaluate each fragment for inscription, tool markings and/or carved
detail. Also taken into account was
type of stone, function and contribution to the collection as a whole.
Fragments which were determined
to meet at least one of these requirements

remained

in

With new plantings and appropriate signage the newly
refinished site provides a comfortable space for visitors to
learn about site and marker histories.

storage,

while those which did not were buried on site.

of marker #3. Originally a table tomb with carved
panel sides, almost all marble components were

By revisiting and improving this collection during
Phase III, some fragments such as cap stones,
side panels, etc. were reintegrated into the cemetery with the corresponding original marker (figure 44).

These pieces can be cross-referenced

with the fragment collection and the conditions
& treatment databases. An excellent example of

found in the fragment collection and temporarily reassembled to confirm measurement and fit
(figure 45).

Though these elements remain in

storage, they have also been incorporated into
the conditions and treatment databases with
recommendations for an accurate and historic
reconstruction on site in the future.

marker reintegration is the future reconstruction
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A fragment display is also located in the rear

plays were incorporated into the final landscape.

of the church yard. Selected elements such as

These displays entailed selecting significant ex-

a marble cap stone, inscribed die, and sand-

amples to be permanently exhibited throughout

stone sub-bases exhibiting different tooling were

the yard with corresponding signage.

On the

mounted onto display bases and placed strate-

east brick façade along the Oliver alleyway, four

gically on the ground (figure 47). Grouped into

salvaged inscription fragments from buried mark-

three categories, inscription, carving and tooling,

ers (#135 - #138) demonstrate various typogra-

these fragments demonstrate not only the vary-

phy and epithet phrases.

Each fragment was

ing marker typologies, but also the craftsmanship

mounted onto a new limestone support and then

and detail of stone masons more than 100 years

secured to the exterior brick wall (figure 46).

ago.

© University of Pennsylvania ACL

As part of Andropogon’s design, fragment dis-

A small section at the rear of the western side of the church yard, has been reserved for interpretation
allowing fragments discovered on the site to illustrate different methods of carving and marker types.
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The Trinity landscape renewal provides a green
space for people to visit, relax and reflect.
Landscape features such as the symbolic Native

Site Interpretation

American burial mound and the circular green

Trinity Cathedral Burial Ground Renewal Project

screen offer areas for the visitor to reflect and

represents a contemporary rethinking of histori-

interact with the setting.

cal space. As an urban enclave nestled among

native plant species to the urban landscape pro-

downtown Pittsburgh’s bustling streets and tow-

vides a sanctuary for animal and human life. Al-

ering buildings, Trinity juxtaposes the coexistence

ternatively, weathered sandstone, marble and

of life and death, modernity and history, sacred-

granite markers display the years through pati-

ness and secularism, fortitude and fragility.

nas and eroded inscriptions. The priority of con-

The reintroduction of

servation efforts by the ACL was to structurally
stabilize markers for improved material integrity

© University of Pennsylvania ACL

and visual legibility. Recalling the earlier design

While most of the conservation has been completed, additional funding can be
used to complete more demanding projects that were not part of the original
scope. In this case a table tomb could be reinstated if a few parts are replaced.
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of table tomb and raised slab typologies once

earlier generations as well as the masonry trades

prevalent in the churchyard (figure 48), horizon-

brought from Europe to America. Notable names

tal markers were reinstated on low brick courses

such as Craig, Braddock and Ormsby correspond

elevated above grade.

to streets, parks and squares in the surrounding
neighborhoods.

To designate these and other

Functioning as an outdoor museum of Pittsburgh’s

historically significant figures buried at Trinity

famous and anonymous, Trinity Cathedral nar-

Cathedral a plaque stands next to each appro-

rates the story of early Pennsylvania settlement.

priate marker (figure 49). A corresponding bro-

Signage posted at the main entrance narrates

chure available to all visitors further elaborates

the layers of history embedded in the site and

the history and significance of Pittsburgh’s role

the

in the birth of America, and the development of

meandering

footpath

through this early history.

navigates

visitors

Markers illustrate the

the industrial “Gateway to the West.”

18th and 19th century grave stones derived from
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lIST OF sUPPLIERS

AR Chambers

111 35th Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15201
www.archambers.com
Ben Underwood 412.681.8955

Brand Energy & Infrastructure
Services
501 Robb Street
McKees Rocks, PA 15136
www.beis.com
Greg DiGregory 412.292.8822

Browns Hills Sand

135 W. Seventh Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15120
www.brownshillsand.com
Customer Service 800.854.7263

Conservators Emporium

385 Bridgepoint Drive
South Saint Paul, MN 55075
www.museumservicescorporation.com
Customer Service 800.672.1107

Crystal

211 Clay Street
P.O. Box 379
Mars, PA 16046
Customer Service 724.625.6633

Enterprise Rent-a-Car

1318 Fifth Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15219
www.enterprise.com
Customer Service 412.391.7766

Home Depot

999 Ross Park Drive
Pittsburgh, PA 15237
www.homedepot.com
Customer Service 412.367.7346

Lime Works

P.O. Box 151
Milford Square, Pa 18935
www.palimeworks.com
Andy DeGruchy 215.536.4482

McMaster Carr

P.O. Box 94930
Cleveland, OH 44202
www.mcmastercarr.com
Customer Service 562.463.4277
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Mihm Rental

2326 Babcock Boulevard
Pittsburgh, PA 15237
Jay Craig 412.931.7660

Pittsburgh Structural Clay
Products
4031 Bigelow Boulevard
P.O. Box 7384
Pittsburgh, PA 15213
www.pscp.biz
Peter Dattilo 412.621.1700

Sponge Jet, Inc.

235 Heritage Avenue, Suite 2
Portsmouth, NH 03801
www.spongejet.com
Ted Valoria 603.361.7928
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Talas

20 West 20th Street
5th Floor
New York City, NY 10001
www.talasonline.com
Customer Service 212.219.0770

Uline Shipping Supplies

2105 South Lakeside Drive
Waukegan, IL 60085
www.uline.com
Customer Service 800.958.5463

Utrecht

1930 East Carson Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15203
www.utrechtart.com
Customer Service 412.432.1945
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FIGURE 1: Markers set in concrete on east side of cathedral before treatment.

FIGURE 2: Marker #32, concrete remains attached after extraction and prior to treatment.
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FIGURE 3: Marker #154 cemented onto mismatched base stone which is set in concrete.

FIGURE 4: Marker #5 with rearranged fragments set in concrete.
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FIGURE 5: Markers #139, 140, 141, and 31 as originally found in 1990.

FIGURE 6: Contextual photo of markers #3, 6, 7, 8, 14, 16, 17, 139, 140 and 141 after Phases I
and II temporary protection, and before Phase III treatment.
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FIGURE 7: Markers #107, 108, 109.

FIGURE 8: ACL Site Supervisor (T. Duff) applying facing prior to excavation of marker #132.
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FIGURE 9: Excavation of marker #73.

FIGURE 10: ACL Intern (M. Federico) and Site Supervisor (T. Duff) excavate marker #36.
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FIGURE 11: Scaffold, chain hoist, straps, palette and dolly maximize weight loads of 500+ lbs.
for excavation of marker #130.

FIGURE 12: ACL Project Manager (J. Hinchman) excavates markers #61, 144,145.
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FIGURE 13: Concrete footer and brick base act as new foundation and elevate horizontal slab
marker.

FIGURE 14: Markers #19, 149 & 28 on elevated brick base; historical interpretation of original
table tomb construction.
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FIGURE 15: Marker #55 undergoing epoxy repair treatment prior to CFSR.

FIGURE 16: ACL Interns (M. Federico & M. Goerke) apply B72 solution prior to CFSR.
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FIGURE 17: Marker #55 with CFS repair.

FIGURE 18: Bricks and blocks employed as temporary weight during curing process of CFS repair.
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FIGURE 19: Marker #17 before D2 Architectural Biocide cleaning.

FIGURE 20: Marker #17 after cleaning with D2 Architectural Biocide.
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FIGURE 21: Conservation Assistant (Kristen MacFarlane) cleaning sandstone marker with Triton
XL80.

FIGURE 22: Marble markers #18, 20, 69 during chemical cleaning. Note the small stainless steel
tags which will be buried below grade that provide each stone with a number to match the
new base map.
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FIGURE 23: Marker #150 in situ prior to treatment. Incompatible cement repairs were removed
after excavation by chisel.

FIGURE 24: ACL Site Supervisor (T. Duff) and Inter (M. Federico) cleaning fragments of marker
#150 prior to epoxy repair treatment.
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FIGURE 25: Dry fitting fragments of #150 prior to epoxy repair treatment.

FIGURE 26: ACL Director (F. Matero) and Site Supervisor (T. Duff) dry fitting fragments prior to
application of Sikadur 31 spotwelds.
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FIGURE 27: ACL Site Supervisor (T. Duff) employing right angles and levels to ensure accuracy
of fit immediately after application of epoxy.

FIGURE 28: After two weeks, completion of epoxy repair treatment on marker #150.
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FIGURE 29: ACL Site Supervisor (T. Duff) injecting low viscosity epoxy into crack and
delamination of marble slab marker.

FIGURE 30: Plasticene was applied as a dam to encapsulate epoxy on the interior of the stone
and stop overflow of Sikadur 35 along treatment fractures.
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FIGURE 31: ACL Intern (M. Goerke) uses a hammer drill to drill pin holes on marker #10.
Predetermined measurements and guides are marked by tape.

FIGURE 32: Drilled pin holes in sandstone marker #77.
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FIGURE 33: Corresponding fragments are aligned along a straight edge and grease pens are
inserted into pinholes. Pieces are joined and corresponding fragment receives markings for
completion of drilling.

FIGURE 34: To ensure accuracy, fragments are dry fit (no epoxy) with pins prior to executing
final step in treatment. Blue tape is labeled with corresponding shims to maximize time
efficiency once epoxy has been administered.
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FIGURE 35: Once B72 mix and nylon pins are inserted into pin hole, a right angle is used to
ensure exact alignment during curing.

FIGURE 36: Excavated slab markers are stored on palettes in the yard during pre- and posttreatment phases.
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FIGURE 37: ACL Project Manager (J. Hinchman) and Technical Advisor (M. Stifel) reinstate slab
marker #150.

FIGURE 38: A palette jack allows easy transport of treated markers around the yard for
reinstatement onto brick bases.
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FIGURE 39: ACL Project Manager (J. Hinchman) and Field Assistant (B. Campbell) measure and
level gravel soil prior to reinstating maker #73.

FIGURE 40: ACL Project Manager (J. Hinchman) and Field Assistant (B. Campbell) use trucker
straps to lift and set marker in place.
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FIGURE 41: ACL on site work platform.

FIGURE 42: ACL Intern (M. Federico) assists transport of palletized marker from dolly to work
table via chain hoist, straps and trolly.
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FIGURE 43: ACL work platform viewed from Sixth Avenue with public signage.

FIGURE 44: Marker #115 with reintegrated cap stone from fragment collection.
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FIGURE 45: Partially reassembled marker #3 with original side panels and corner posts.

FIGURE 46: Fragment display along east wall of cathedral.
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FIGURE 47: Fragment display in rear of church yard.
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CONDITION SURVEY GLOSSARY

COMPATIBLE REPAIR
All replacement
materials that are
consistent with
the appearance,
texture, color and
physical properties
of the original stone
made for structural,
aesthetic or
functional reasons.

data type: yes/no
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CONDITION SURVEY GLOSSARY

INCOMPATIBLE REPAIR
Replacement
materials that are
inconsistent with
the appearance,
texture, color and
performance with
the original fabric.

data type: yes/no
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CONDITION SURVEY GLOSSARY

lACUNAE
Partial loss or missing
masonry resulting in
incompleteness of
form.

data type: yes/no
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CONDITION SURVEY GLOSSARY

INCIPIENT FRAGMENTATION
Surface planar
discontinuities that
have become partially
separated from the
parent stone. The
detached area may
be detected visually or
audibly by sounding.

data type: yes/no
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CONDITION SURVEY GLOSSARY

CRACKING
Partial fractures
varying in orientation,
width and depth
that do not result
in multiple stone
fragments.

data type: scale

HIGH

0-3

LOW

MODERATE
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CONDITION SURVEY GLOSSARY

MACRO FLORA
Plants with invasive
root systems.

data type: scale

HIGH

0-3

LOW

MODERATE
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CONDITION SURVEY GLOSSARY

MICRO FLORA
The presence of
algae and fungi
identified as localized
areas of black,
green or brown
discoloration, not to
be confused with
soiling or staining.

data type: scale

HIGH

0-3

LOW

MODERATE
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CONDITION SURVEY GLOSSARY

SURFACE EROSION
Physical weathering
of the surface
characterized by
erosion of edges and
details and increased
surface texture.

scale:

HIGH

0-3

LOW

MODERATE
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CONDITION SURVEY GLOSSARY

SOILING
Deposits of
embedded dirt
and pollutants
which cause visible
discoloration of the
surface.

scale:

HIGH

0-3

LOW

MODERATE
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CONDITION SURVEY GLOSSARY

GRAFFITI
Vandaliism in the
form of surface
scratches and drawn
inscriptions on the
object.

data type: yes/no
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CONDITION SURVEY GLOSSARY

FLAKING/SCALING
The detachment
of thin layers along
bedding planes.

data type: yes/no
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CONDITION SURVEY GLOSSARY

MATERIAL INTEGRITY
The extent of existing
original material
unimpaired by
loss, or modern
or inappropriate
materials or
interventions,
including
replacement.

data type: scale

HIGH

0-3

LOW

MODERATE
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CONDITION SURVEY GLOSSARY

INSCRIPTION INTEGRITY
The relative amount
of the inscription
regardless of overall
degradation or
quality of the
inscription.

data type: scale

HIGH

0-3

LOW

MODERATE
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CONDITION SURVEY GLOSSARY

INSCRIPTION LEGIBILITY
The extent to
which the existing
inscription is readable
regardless of
completeness.

data type: scale

HIGH

0-3

LOW

MODERATE
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CONDITION SURVEY GLOSSARY

FORMAL INTEGRITY
General absence
of material resulting
in incompleteness
of form. For the
purposes of this
survey a degree of
weathering of the
surface is assumed.

data type: scale

HIGH

0-3

LOW

MODERATE
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CONDITION SURVEY GLOSSARY

DISPLACEMENT
A variation in the
overall physical
stature of the marker
as a whole such as
tilting, sinking, or
falling, based on its
perceived original
placement

data type: yes/no
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CONDITION SURVEY GLOSSARY

COLLAPSE
Complete failure of
monolithic unit.

data type: yes/no
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CONDITION SURVEY GLOSSARY

MISSING/OPEN JOINTS
Joints between two
or more independent
stones where the
pointing mortar is lost
and the joint is open
to the weather

data type: yes/no
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CONDITION SURVEY GLOSSARY

DEFORMATION
Cracking and/or
shifting of one stone
or shifting of two or
more stones realtive
to each other
resulting in stone
surfaces more than
1/2 inch out of plane
or orientation from
the intended design.

yes/no
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